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ENGLISH LITERATURE

CONCESSION
BASIC COMPETENCE
3.7. menerapkan fungsi sosial, struktur teks, dan unsur kebahasaan teks interaksi
transaksional lisan dan tulis yang melibatkan tindakan memberi dan meminta
informasi terkait konsesi, sesuai dengan konteks penggunaannya. (Perhatikan unsur
kebahasaan even though, although)
4.7. menyusun teks interaksi transaksional lisan dan tulis yang melibatkan tindakan
memberi dan meminta informasi terkait konsesi, dengan memperhatikan fungsi
sosial, struktur teks, dan unsur kebahasaan yang benar dan sesuai konteks.

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

In this chapter, you will learn how to express concession. Surely, you will
have to know the proper grammatical structure used to write meaningful
sentences. Practicing writing sentences is needed to enhance your
understanding on its social function and grammatical structure.

STOP BULLYING

BY HEDWIG

BEFORE LEARNING
Read the dialog below!

PAY ATTENTION ON
THE ITALIC
SENTENCES. WHAT
DO THOSE
SENTENCES
EXPRESS? WHICH
ADVERB IS USED?

Patient:
I don’t feel well these days. I feel it difficult to
breathe as if there were something push my chest.
Doctor:
Do you have certain sickness relating to your
heart?
Patient:
No. My heart is alright. I have had physical check
and everything is normal. Despite this good condition, I feel
sick.
Doctor:
Ok. Let’s search for the reason. What have you
been doing lately?
Patient: I am a housewife with routine chores.
Doctor: How about your husband and children?
Patient:
My husband works at the office from 08:00 am to
05:00 pm and my children have the school activities at the
same time.
Doctor:
Do you feel unwell especially during that time?
Patient: Yes, how do you know it?
Doctor:
The problem is that you feel lonely. This feeling
triggers that kind of pain on your heart. Although you are
busy with your work, you feel that you are alone. How long
has this feeling lasted?
Patient:
Since my husband was promoted and began often
to work overtime.
Doctor:
Loneliness can cause heart disease and stroke. It
has also been linked to weaker immune system and high
blood pressure.
Patient:
So, what should I do? It’s not easy to get rid of
this feeling.
Doctor: You should meet people. In spite of being at home,
you can still do it through your phone. Spend some time
enjoying talking or sharing with your friends..

WHILST LEARNING
Before practicing the expression of concession, you had better
learn about the difference between concession and contrast
through the video titled Contrast and Concessionin this website:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CiD9EI_2xE

HAVING UNDERSTOOD THE FUNCTION OF CONCESSION AND HOW TO
USE IT IN SENTENCES, NOW DO SOME ACTIVITIES BELOW TO
ENHANCE YOUR UNDERSTANDING ON IT.
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Activity One

People with coronavirus are still getting on planes. No one knows how many.
Airlines highlight the safety measures they’re taking, but those rely on honest
answers — and passengers don’t always tell the truth.

Read this text

By Hannah Sampson and Shannon McMahon
December 28 at 8:30 AM
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Travis Nelson, a sergeant with the Maryland State Police and liaison to the state’s
emergency management agency, said public health officials can also sign a quarantine
and isolation order if they believe someone who has tested positive is about to get on a
plane. That’s what happened in the case of the mother and son who were stopped from
boarding at Baltimore/Washington International Marshall Airport on Nov. 24.
“It lists the actual law and the penalties,” Nelson said. “The person can be arrested, fined
or imprisoned if they violate it.”
To get a wary public flying again, airlines have highlighted the measures they are taking
to keep passengers safe, including mask mandates and a health declaration at check-in.
But those rely on honest answers, and — as United said was the case last week —
passengers don’t always tell the truth. Medical experts say airlines’ reliance on passengers
to self-report any symptoms of covid-19 before a flight is a less-than-perfect way to keep
infected passengers off planes.
“Currently everything depends on the honor system,” says David Freedman, a travel and
infectious-disease specialist at the University of Alabama at Birmingham.
The man who died submitted a “ready-to-fly” checklist that said he had not been
diagnosed with covid-19 and did not have symptoms. But the family later confirmed he had
been feeling sick as they prepared to travel; his wife told medical workers on board that
he had lost his sense of taste and smell. Some passengers wondered why United hadn’t
done a more careful screening before the flight. Reeves, an actor and amateur filmmaker
who lives in Los Angeles, said the Orlando theme parks he and his family had just visited
were much more thorough in their health precautions.

“By the time we got to the gate, I
was surprised that nobody had
even
asked
us
if
we
had
symptoms
and
nobody
had
offered to take our temperature,”
he said. “If the theme parks can
do it — and how many people
come in through the gate at a
theme park, thousands? — if they
can do it, if they can figure out a
way to make it work, I think the
airlines could and should.”
Some airports and airlines have
been
requiring
preflight
temperature checks or offering
preflight testing as they try to
adapt to the new public health
landscape. Testing offered by
airlines is generally meant to
help
passengers
meet
entry
requirements
at
their
destinations or avoid quarantine
when they arrive.
Frontier Airlines, which became
the first U.S. carrier to require
temperature screenings in May,
said
the
number
of
denied
boardings has been “minimal.”
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“ We
believe
that
given
the
amount of communication we
provide
customers
on
the
temperature checks and other
health related requirements, plus
our flexible change and cancel
policies, people are largely not
showing up sick,” spokeswoman
Jennifer de la Cruz said in an
email.
And United and Delta will require
passengers traveling from the
United Kingdom to the United
States to present proof of a
negative coronavirus test, the
airlines announced on Thursday,
following
news
of
a
fastspreading variant in the United
Kingdom.
Neither temperature checks nor
testing, of course, is perfect.
Travelers could be asymptomatic
or too recently infected to run a
temperature. And someone could
be
infected
but
still
test
negative.
Freedman notes that airline staff
are supposed to refuse boarding
to people who are displaying
symptoms
of
covid-19,
but
“obviously they have no medical
training, and this is hard to do in
the rush of boarding.”

Joshua Barocas, an epidemiologist at the Boston University School of Medicine, says that
even if flight staff were vigilant about removing sick passengers, some would get through.
“Individuals can be pre-symptomatic or entirely asymptomatic,” he said. “In both cases
those individuals are still infectious, and the symptom screening tools are completely
ineffective.” Barocas also says rising passenger volumes make clear that many people either
still need to or are desperate to travel during the pandemic — and therefore could
inaccurately self-report their health status.
“In some cases, this is related to business, and in others it is simply because they have taken
a calculated risk and the need to see friends and family outweighs the covid risk,” he says.
“In all of these cases, it is clear that [their] self-reporting may not be effective.”
Freedman says stringent mask-wearing on flights is an important tool because of this
possibility, and that face coverings greatly reduce the risk of transmission if infected
passengers are on board. Preflight testing can also help, he says, but it will not keep all
infectious people off a plane, “especially when COVID is as rampant as [it is] now.”
It’s impossible to say how many infectious people have taken flights, in part because those
travelers may not have known they were sick. The CDC said in September that it had
investigated 1,600 cases of people who flew while they were at risk of spreading the virus
and identified almost 11,000 people who could have been exposed on those flights. Updated
numbers were not available Wednesday, but the agency said earlier in the year that it had
not been able to confirm a case of transmission on a plane.
Katherine Estep, a spokeswoman for the industry group Airlines for America, said
Wednesday that she was not aware of any documented cases of transmission on U.S. flights.
Globally, documented cases of coronavirus transmission on planes are rare. The
International Air Transport Association said in November that there had been “44 confirmed
or possible cases”
associated with a flight.
Freedman, the infectious-disease specialist, said some countries have adopted practices that
might have delivered important news to the United passengers much faster.
“When a flight is discovered to have an infection on board, they post the flight number and
START DATE
TASK
END DATE
the row number of the infected passenger (no names) on a central website with all such
flights and leave it there for two weeks he said. “So, any person after they fly can check the
website for a week or so after the flight to see if there was an issue on their flight. Canada
and Australia for example do this; the U.S. doesn’t.”

(Source:
https://www.washingtonpost.com/travel/2020/12/28/passenger-covid-flight-airlines-positive/)

HAVING READ THE NEWS, COMPLETE THE SENTENCES BELOW BASED
ON THE INFORMATION YOU CAN FIND FROM THE TEXT!

1. Although there was a man died because of covid-19, …
2. Aldapa, one of the passengers in the flight couldn’t contact his fellow
passengers although …
3. Despite some months of the epidemic, …
4. In spite of having symptoms and a diagnosis, …
5. Whereas the authorities ask the sick passengers not to board, …
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6. Though airlines have some restrictions to keep the passengers safe from
the infectious ones, …
7. In the case of the dead man on the flight, though his wife knew that his
husband was sick and lost his sense of taste and smell, …
8. The United flight hadn’t done a more careful screening before the flight
despite …
9. It is possible for the pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic to board in
spite of …
10. Barocas told that despite the people’s knowledge on the danger of the
virus during this pandemic, …
11. In spite of the health related requirements, …
12. Although some countries have adopted practices that can discover an
infection on board and deliver the information on a central website, …

activity two
TO PRACTICE THE STRUCTURE OF SENTENCES USING PREPOSITION – DESPITE
OR IN SPITE OF, AND ADVERBS – THOUGH, ALTHOUGH, EVEN THOUGH OR
WHEREAS, DO THE EXERCISE BELOW!
Change the sub clause into a prepositional phrase. or vice versa!
1. Although stalkers do not suffer from mental illness, some researchers are interested
in learning their behavior that may relate to mental disorder.
2. Even though stalking is a behavior not a mental disorder, stalkers present with
variety of mental disorders.
3. Though in many cases, specific personality traits are linked to the stalking behavior,
they are not sufficient for a diagnosis of personality disorder.
4. Although stalkers have similar behavior, their reasons for such behaving are complex
and varied.
5. Even though stalking can be fatal for the victims, they cannot detect the presence of
the stalker.
6.
Despite the obsessive, manipulative and even dangerous behavior, stalker is
sometimes educated-professional, good looking and looks perfectly normal.
7. From the stalkers’ side, in spite of understanding that what he does is considered
harassment, they cannot stop thinking of the victims and how to scare them.
8. According to a stalker, despite his knowledge of the frightened victim, he will never
stop making her vulnerable.
9. Despite the great danger, the victim shouldn’t ignore the stalker and must be alert
and protect herself well.
10. When you are stalked, despite your request to stop it, the stalker will never stop
pursuing you.
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ACTIVITY THREE
In this activity, try making your own sentences with the expression of
concession based on the facts that you have seen or heard. Then, share them
to the class. It is much better if you can add some information on each
sentence.

ACTIVITY FOUR
The expression of concession is easily found in daily conversation, so try
using it in conversation. Make a group of three and prepare it. The topic
should be related to the factual event. When you are ready, perform it to
the class.

CLOSING
TO REVIEW ALL MATERIALS,
1. Mention the social function of the expression of concession.
2. Mention the adverbs used to express concession.
3. Find out the difference between the expression of contrast and
concession.
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